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About Tame-Power |
Manufacturer of DC DC converters and power distribution solutions



Tame-Power presentation

Created in 2016, Tame-Power develops, designs and produces: DC DC converters from 1kW to 120kW per unit, custom DC converters and DC converter bays.

As an expert in power electronics, Tame-Power has an industrial capacity dedicated to small and medium series (up to 10,000 units per reference), a design office with 80 engineers sharing their skills and 12,000 m² inherited from TRONICO.

Tame-Power is thus positioned as a tier 2 in the automotive market thanks to its expertise in power and thermal electronics, and its strategic partnerships: expert companies in design, test, validation and control electronics for mass production. 



Tame-Power products

DC DC converters

Tame-Power DC-DC converters can transfer from 1kW to several megawatts over voltage ranges from 6V to 950V input or output.

DC-DC converters are capable of coupling different energy sources in hybrid architectures integrating: fuel cells, batteries, supercapacitors, rectifiers, drive trains, resistors etc. Tame-Power products integrate all the control modes for optimal operation. Tame-Power DC converters are capable of :

Operate over a range of use from 6V to 950V

Generate an output power of 1kW to 120kW per module

Integrate stationary or embedded applications

Transfer energy in buck or boost mode (reversible DC-DC converters)

Integrate numerous input or output regulation modes: current, voltage and power

Integrate a specific mode for battery charging

Combine several DC-DC conversion modules to increase the total distributed power

Tame-Power's high voltage DC-DC converters are perfectly adapted to the e-mobility, aeronautics and marine markets and can be integrated into electrical architectures that include fuel cells, batteries, supercapacitors and auxiliary power supplies. 



Tame-Power services

With its experience and generic products available, Tame-Power offers its expertise in power electronics throughout the product life cycle:

	Innovation and definition of electrical architectures: advice on the development of electrical architecture, optimization and validation of technical solutions in correlation with the target application market,
	Detailed design: definition of specific parameters, electronic, software, mechanical and aesthetic adaptation,
	Industrialization, validation and launch phase: industrialization and testing,
	Mass production: assembly and integration,
	After-sales service: start-up assistance, integration, on-site or remote diagnostics.
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Contact Tame-Power


 by contact form

+33 (0)2 51 24 43 66


Follow Tame-Power

	
Twitter

	
Linkedin






Subscribe to the newsletter

Stay informed on Tame-Power news by subscribing to the newsletter


 Subscribe



 Distribute Tame-Power products


 Become a distributor
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Custom Converter 
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Send your specifications, we manufacture it





















V low-side










Output min
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Isolation



















Yes
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Type of Cooling



















Liquide


















Air























Application























Automotive


















Heavy Duty & Trucks


















Charger


















Aeronautics


















Space


















Defense


















Marine
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Industrial


















Other






























I would like to get some informations about the starter kit









DC / DC converter power-up aid kit
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Would you like to send us a file ?


































Unlimited number of files can be uploaded to this field.
200 MB limit.
Allowed types: gif, jpg, png, bmp, eps, tif, pict, psd, txt, rtf, html, odf, pdf, doc, docx, ppt, pptx, xls, xlsx, xml, avi, mov, mp3, ogg, wav, bz2, dmg, gz, jar, rar, sit, svg, tar, zip.

































































































  

